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The stability of pseudo-binary Mg6(PdxNi1x) compounds has been studied at T ¼ 0 K via ﬁrst-principles
calculations and at 673 K by thermodynamic modelling of ﬁnite temperature effects. At 0 K, these
compounds are not stable since their formation energy is above the convex hull deﬁned by the Mg,
Mg2Ni and Mg6Pd phases, although the energy difference is not very high. However, at 673 K, vibrational
and conﬁgurational entropic effects allow the stabilisation of some of the calculated pseudo-binary
Mg6(PdxNi1x) compounds. The vibrational contribution to the thermodynamic properties of the studied
compounds has been calculated from Debye temperatures in the harmonic approximation. Also, the
conﬁgurational entropy has been estimated taking into account the possible distribution of Pd and Ni
between the several sites available in the pseudo-binary structure. The identiﬁcation of intrinsic disorder
and the associated energies and entropy are innovative features of this work. The phase diagram at the
Mg-rich corner derived from these calculations is in fairly good agreement with recently published
experimental results. In addition, the Ni for Pd substitution has been studied for the several sites
available for Pd in the binary Mg6Pd compound. The calculated preferential site occupancy is in agreement with the site occupancy factors determined in recent neutron diffraction experiments.
Ó 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The quest for new light alloys with good hydrogen (H) storage
properties, i.e., high gravimetric and volumetric H content, fast
H-diffusion and able to work reversibly at mild conditions of
temperature and pressure, is a very important goal for the future
development of the H-economy [1]. Mg metal with very high
speciﬁc and volumetric hydrogen capacities (7.6 wt.% H and
108 gH2/l, respectively) is one of the more interesting materials to
achieve such a goal, although it suffers from slow kinetics and its
hydride is too stable for practical applications [2,3]. In the last few
decades, a systematic investigation of Mg-based binary compounds
has been undertaken [4e8] with the objective of ﬁnding new
hydrides less stable than MgH2. A general conclusion from these
investigations is that the observed destabilisation is small. On the
other hand, Mg-ternaries remain a largely unexplored ﬁeld. This is
due, on the one hand, to the large number of possible combinations
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available out of three elements and, on the other hand, to the
limited determination and reliability of the existing ternary phase
diagrams. To this aim, computational approaches, like the
CALPHAD method [9,10], are of great help on predicting the
stability and phase boundaries of complex systems. This method
requires the use of model parameters that are usually assessed from
experiments, being limited by the possibility to perform such
experiments. On the other hand, ﬁrst-principles calculations can
provide the basic data needed for the CALPHAD modelling in this
way improving its usefulness.
Recently, we have started a research activity on the phase stability
and hydrogenation properties of pseudo-binary Mg6(PdxNi1x)
Mg-rich intermetallic compounds (IMCs) [11e14]. We have shown
that the Ni solubility limit in these compounds attains 9 at. % Ni at
673 K. This ﬁnding was unexpected as the previous assessment of the
ternary MgeNiePd phase diagram at 673 K reported that Ni solubility in the Mg6Pd phase only extends up to 2 at. %Ni [15]. The crystal
structure of these compounds is the same as for the cubic Mg6Pd
IMC. Neutron and X-ray diffraction indicated that Ni substitution
occurs on the three crystallographic sites exclusively occupied by Pd
in the Mg6Pd phase and that is not fully random, taking mainly place
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in sites with a low coordination number. The unit cell composition at
the Ni solubility limit is Mg344(2)Pd12(1)Ni36(1) with 75% of Ni atoms
substituting Pd ones [14]. More structural information (Wyckoff
positions, atomic coordinates, site occupancy factors and so on) can
be obtained elsewhere [11].
The binary compound Mg6Pd belongs to a family of cubic
complex intermetallic compounds, MgyX (with a Mg:X atomic ratio
in the range 6:1e7:1) in which X is a late transition metal atom.
Some stable members of the family are Mg29Ir4 [16], Mg6Pd [17],
Mg6Pt [18], Mg44Rh7 [19] and Mg44Ru7 [20]. The Mg6Ni intermetallic compound has also been obtained as a metastable phase
either by high pressure means [21] or by crystallization of meltspun amorphous ribbons [22,23]. It decomposes into Mg and Mg2Ni
on heating above w500 K. The Mg6Ni phase is especially attractive
for H2-storage due to its expected high gravimetric density and,
also, to the good catalytic properties of Ni for H2 dissociation.
In this paper we report on the stability of the pseudo-binary
Mg6PdxNi1x IMCs as determined from Gibbs free energy considerations. We study the compound without hydrogen both as a ﬁrst
step, and because its stability without hydrogen is both interesting
and important. To this aim, the enthalpy of formation of all experimentally known stable and metastable MgeNiePd structures at
the Mg-rich corner of the ternary phase diagram is evaluated from
ﬁrst-principles calculations at T ¼ 0 K (Section 3.1) and the thermodynamics at ﬁnite temperature of 673 K is determined from an
estimation of the Debye temperature of the IMCs (Section 3.2). The
method is validated in Section 3.2.1 by comparing the vibrational
enthalpy and entropy obtained by the Debye model and phonon
calculations for some simple structures studied in this work
(Mg.hp2, Mg2Ni.hp18) and also in the most symmetric structures
(Mg348Pd48.cF412 and Mg348Ni48.cF412) of the complex compounds.
From these results, we have described with good accuracy the phase
diagram of the ternary MgePdeNi system at the Mg-rich corner,
despite the complexity of some of the compounds involved in the
calculations such as the pseudo-binary Mg6(PdxNi1x) IMCs with
almost 100 atoms in the primitive cell. The identiﬁcation of intrinsic
disorder and the associated energies and entropy are innovative
features of this work.
2. Theory
2.1. Phase stability at T ¼ 0 K
Our ﬁrst-principles calculations employ electronic Density
Functional Theory (DFT) as implemented in the plane-wave
program VASP [24,25]. Projector augmented wave potentials
[26,27] were used in the PW91 generalized gradient approximation
[28]. We use normal precision FFT grids which allow for small
wrap-around errors, and default energy cutoffs (i.e., the highest
default value for the elements present). PAW potential valences and
energy cutoffs are: Mg, Z ¼ 2, 210 eV; Pd, Z ¼ 10, 251 eV; Ni, Z ¼ 10,
270 eV. We checked that holding the energy cutoff ﬁxed at 300 eV
makes no signiﬁcant difference. All atomic coordinates and cell
parameters are fully relaxed and k-point meshes reﬁned following
procedures as described in [29] until total energies are converged to
within 1 meV/atom. In particular k-point meshes require linear
k-mesh densities (divisions divided by reciprocal lattice vector)
exceeding 40 Å. Because all atomic coordinates have been relaxed,
the calculated total energy corresponds to a state at T ¼ 0 K. Since
all cell parameters have been relaxed, the energy corresponds to an
enthalpy at P ¼ 0 GPa.
We subtract all our total energies from a tie-surface joining the
energies of the pure elements and thus we report T ¼ 0 K, P ¼ 0 GPa
enthalpies of formation. The convex hull of enthalpy as a function of
composition predicts the T ¼ 0 K phase diagram. We carry out

calculations for all known crystal structures and several hypothetical ones as well, in order to test the reliability of our calculations. Complete ab-initio data can be found on the web [30]. Perfect
agreement between theory and experiment requires that all known
metastable, high temperature and hypothetical structures lie above
the convex hull. All known low-temperature stable structures must
lie on vertices of the convex hull.
A byproduct of our density functional calculations is the electronic density of states. For both Mg6Ni and Mg6Pd, the density of
states resembles a free-electron parabola with a narrow d-band
superimposed, and also with a weak pseudogap just below the Fermi
energy. The Pd d-band lies further below the Fermi energy than the
Ni d-band. Otherwise the densities of states resemble each other.
2.2. Phase stability at ﬁnite temperatures
All compounds at the Mg-rich corner of the MgePdeNi phase
diagram studied in this work, apart from the elements and Mg2Ni, are
complex IMCs with a huge number of atoms in the unit cell. This
implies that the calculation of their vibrational properties from ﬁrstprinciples is a quite demanding task. To circumvent this problem, we
have implemented a thermodynamic model which takes into account
vibrational and conﬁgurational effects as the main contribution to the
ﬁnite temperature thermodynamics. The method has been validated
by performing phonon calculations for simple structures like Mg.hp2
and Mg2Ni.hp18 and, also, for the most symmetric complex
compounds, Mg348Pd48.cF412 and Mg348Ni48.cF412.
To calculate the vibrational properties of the compounds, the
harmonic approximation was used, characterised by the lowtemperature limit of the Debye temperature, q0, of the compounds.
Speciﬁc heat, enthalpy and entropy as a function of temperature
can be deduced from the knowledge of q0 and values of the
enthalpy at T ¼ 0 K.
Calculation of q0 for a compound is usually made by relating this
temperature to some function of the elastic constants of the
material [31]. A simpliﬁcation of such a method allows writing
a relationship between q0 and the elastic modulus Gc, which, in
turn, is calculated from the elastic constants in a well deﬁned way.
The equation used in our work is a further simpliﬁcation needed
when the elastic constants for the compounds are unknown. We
replace the elastic modulus Gc with the bulk modulus B0,
a parameter much easier to compute. According to previous work
[32,33] that replacement is accurate within an error limit of
approximately 15%.
We have started by obtaining the bulk modulus at T ¼ 0 K (B0)
following a method that correlates B0 and atomic properties of
binary and ternary intermetallics [34,35].



DH
B0 ¼ hWS V 1 þ
Ecoh

(1)

where hWS and V are the valence electron density and molar
volume of the compound, whereas DH and Ecoh are their formation
enthalpy and cohesive energy, respectively. Eq. (1) predicts B0
values of binary and ternary intermetallic compounds with an
average error limit of 11% and 8.5% respectively.
When available, the molar volume V was obtained from experimental lattice parameter data. Otherwise, the lattice parameters
obtained from ﬁrst-principles calculations were used. Values of hWS
were calculated from a weighted formula taking into account hWS
and V values for the elements and the molar volume of the intermetallic compound.
Moruzzi et al. [36] have proposed a direct correlation between
q0 and B0 for cubic crystals. Later on, Chen and Sundman [37]
criticised the model and extended it for hexagonal structures.
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The method is based on expressions relating the longitudinal
and transverse modulus to the bulk modulus and Poisson ratio
which allows writing a simpliﬁed expression for q0.

1=3 sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

Z 6p2 Na r
B0
q0 ¼ kðnÞ
r
kb
M

(2)

where Na is the Avogadro number, r the IMC density, M the
weighted arithmetical average of the masses of the atoms
composing the IMC, k(n) the Poisson ratio, Z the Planck constant
over 2p and kb the Boltzmann constant. k(n) is essentially constant
for compounds crystallising in the same crystal system, allowing
calculation of q0 from the much accessible knowledge of B0. We
have used k(n) values of 0.617 and 0.810 for cubic and hexagonal
systems, respectively [36,37].
The conﬁgurational entropy should be considered for compounds
in which Ni for Pd substitution takes place and also to take into
account the homogeneity range of the binary Mg6Pd phase. The
origin of the homogeneity range of the binary Mg6Pd phase comes
from the substitution of Mg by Pd in site N0 12 (we follow the
notation used in [17], see Table 2 later on). As for the pseudo-binary
Mg6(PdxNi1x) [11], Ni substitute for Pd in each site available for Pd,
i.e., the sites N0 10, 11, 12 and 13. However, the amount of Ni found in
site 12 is very reduced (fractional occupancy 0.04) and then for the
present calculations we assume this site is only occupied by Mg and
Pd. We disregard other small contributions to the conﬁgurational
entropy such as constitutional Mg vacancies that, in a small number,
appear in the structure [17,38]. Therefore, the conﬁgurational
entropy is calculated by assuming four sublattices in which random
substitution of Ni for Pd or Pd for Mg can take place.
3
RX
R
Sconf ¼ 
ðy lnyi þ ð1  yi Þlnð1  yi ÞÞ  ðy4 lny4
4 i¼1 i
4

þ ð1  y4 Þlnð1  y4 ÞÞ

(3)

where R is the gas constant, yi is the Ni to Pd fraction in site i (site
10,11 or 13) while y4 is the Mg to Pd fraction in site 12.
2.2.1. Phonon calculations
Phonon calculations are performed in the ab-initio forceconstant approach [39] using density functional perturbation
theory to calculate the Hessian matrix, as implemented in VASP
version 5.2. To minimize interactions of atoms with their repeated
images, we employ supercells with edge lengths exceeding 13 Å.
For Mg6(Ni, Pd) only the primitive cell was required. We convert the
Hessian into a dynamical matrix at k-points on a reciprocal space
grid within the ﬁrst Brillouin zone and obtain eigenvalues using
a standard LAPACK routine. Gaussian smearing of width
s ¼ 0.05 THz produces a continuous density of states. Our k-point
mesh densities exceed 60 Å in each linear dimension. For Mg and
Mg2Ni we checked that these supercell and k-mesh criteria result in
well-converged densities of states. Our density of states for
Magnesium is in excellent agreement with the experimental
determination [40].
The harmonic vibrational Gibbs free energy at ﬁnite temperature was calculated from the following relationship [41]

ZN
Ghvib ðTÞ

¼ RT
0




hn
gðnÞdn
ln 2sinh
2kb T

(4)

where h is the Plank’s constant, kb the Boltzmann’s constant, n the
frequency and g(n) the phonon density of states, normalised to
three per atom.

3

3. Results and discussion
3.1. First-principles calculations at T ¼ 0 K
Table 1 summarizes information for all compounds calculated in
this work. The structures are labelled by giving either the chemical
formula, for stoichiometric compounds, or the number of atoms in
the unit cell, for the non-stoichiometric ones, followed by the
Pearson structure symbol.
3.1.1. Lattice parameters
The calculated lattice parameter is compared, when available, to
experimental results at RT (Data obtained from [23,38,42e44] and
PDF ﬁles). As can be seen reasonable agreement between both
quantities is found. For the binary Mg6Pd phase, the lattice
parameter decreases with the decrease in Mg content (N0 7 to 14
in Table 1), as expected from the higher metallic radii of Mg
(rMg ¼ 1.60 Å) as compared to Pd (rPd ¼ 1.37 Å). Similarly the
substitution of Ni for Pd produces a drastic reduction of the lattice
parameter as can be seen by comparing both, the two binaries (N0 7
with N0 6), and the pseudo-binaries (N0 19 to 23), although in the
latter case the Mg content plays a more important role than the Ni
to Pd fraction. Again this can be explained as due to the larger
atomic radii of Pd compared to Ni (rNi ¼ 1.23 Å).
3.1.2. MgeNi binary formation enthalpies
Last two columns of Table 1 give the formation enthalpy, DfH0,
and the energy distance to the convex hull, DE. The DE parameter is
positive for structures above the convex hull. The structures
belonging to the convex hull are labelled as stable in Table 1.
For the MgeNi binary we obtain perfect agreement with the
accepted phase diagram [45], with Mg2Ni.hP18 and MgNi2.hP24 on
the hull and Mg348Ni48.cF412 lying above. Fig. 1a displays the calculated DfH0 for the MgeNi binary phase diagram. Crosses stand for the
DfH0 of calculated compounds while the solid line is the tie-line
formed by stable compounds: Mg.hP2, Mg2Ni.hP18 and MgNi2.hP24.
The DfH0 of Mg2Ni.hP18 agrees well with previously published
values, 20.1 [46] and 21.8 [47] kJ/mol-atom. We correctly identify Mg348Ni48.cF412 as an unstable compound, with a DE value of
0.77 kJ/mol-atom from the tie-line. Note that the DE value is not very
high so we can expect metastability for this compound.
3.1.3. MgePd binary formation enthalpies
The MgePd binary phase diagram is highly complex [38]. The large
number of compounds in this system compared to those in the MgeNi
one is an indication of stronger interaction between Mg and Pd atoms
compared to Mg and Ni atoms. DfH0 for compounds at the Mg-rich
part of the MgePd phase diagram is shown in Fig. 1b. Symbols have
the same meaning as in Fig. 1a. The reported compounds stable at
low-temperature, Mg348Pd48.cF412, Mg3Pd.hP24, Mg5Pd2.hP28
and MgPd.cP2, all lie on the convex hull. We also have found
Mg57Pd13.cP140 to be stable though experimentally it might be only
stable above 807 K [38]. The formation enthalpy decreases with the
decrease in Mg content from 22.7 kJ/mol-atom for Mg348Pd48.cF412,
to 75.30 kJ/mol-atom for MgPd.cP2. As far as we know, except for
Mg3Pd, there are neither experimental data nor ﬁrst-principles
calculations for comparison. For Mg3Pd, Deng et al. [48] have calculated a formation enthalpy of 42.4 kJ/mol-atoms in fairly good
agreement with our results.
Regarding the binary and pseudo-binary Mg6(PdeNi) structures, Table 2 gives a complete description of the site occupation in
these structures. For the binaries (N0 7 to 14), the increasing Pd
content is taken into account by progressive substitution of Mg
atoms by Pd ones in site 12. For some of them, Mg vacancies at site
14 (N0 8 or 10) or at site 1 (N0 12) were included.
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Table 1
Calculated and experimental lattice parameters of MgePdeNi structures, formation energy, DfH0, and energy difference, DE, from convex hull at T ¼ 0 K.
N0

Structure

Space group

DFT

Experimental

a(Å)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k
l
m

P63/mmc
Fm3m
Fm3m
P6222
P63/mmc
F43m
F43m
F43m
F43m
F43m
F43m
F43m
F43m
F43m
Pm3m
P63cm
P63/mmc
Pm3m
F43m
F43m
F43m
F43m
F43m

Mg.hp2
Pd.cF4
Ni.cF4
Mg2Ni.hP18
MgNi2.hP24
Mg348Ni48.cF412
Mg348Pd48.cF412
Mg344Pd48.cF412
Mg344Pd52.cF412
Mg340Pd52.cF412
Mg340Pd56.cF412
Mg336Pd56.cF412
Mg336Pd60.cF412
Mg332Pd64.cF412
Mg57Pd13.cP140
Mg3Pd.hP24
Mg5Pd2.hP28
MgPd.cP2
Mg344Pd28Ni24.cF412
Mg340Pd32Ni24.cF412
Mg348Pd32Ni16.cF412
Mg348Pd32Ni16.cF412
Mg348Pd32Ni16.cF412

c(Å)

3.1966
3.9250
3.4954
5.1974
4.8073
20.0059
20.2009
20.1561
20.1513
20.1230
20.1025h
20.0524h
20.0387
19.9809
14.0433
8.0279
8.7148
3.1729
20.1416
20.0723
20.1654
20.1490
20.1537

5.1764

13.1351
15.7189

a(Å)

c(Å)

3.2094
3.8902b
3.5238c
5.2050
4.8250
20.02f
20.1985g

5.2112a

13.236d
15.7900e

20.045i

8.3292
8.1340

8.422(1)j
8.164(1)k

7.987(1)
8.671(1)
3.1570(3)l
20.13331(7)m

DfH0 (kJ/mol-atom)

DE (kJ/mol-atom)

0.00
0.00
0.00
20.26
24.27
6.60
22.73
22.90
24.52
24.06
26.32
25.39
28.10
29.83
34.25
44.50
49.88
75.30
16.52
18.30
17.10
17.48
17.18

Stable
Stable
Stable
Stable
Stable
0.77
Stable
0.05
0.02
0.71
0.02
1.22
0.05
0.12
Stable
Stable
Stable
Stable
0.54
0.67
0.65
0.27
0.56

PDF-00-035-0921.
PDF-00-046-1043.
PDF-00-004-0850.
PDF-00-075-1249.
PDF-00-025-1374.
Atomic composition: Mg339..4Ni56.6[24].
Atomic composition: Mg336.6Pd59.4[38].
Small rhombohedral cell distortion. Average lattice parameter.
Atomic composition: Mg346Pd50 [38].
Ref. [42].
Ref. [43].
Ref. [44].
Atomic composition: Mg342Pd29Ni23 [11].

a

b

c

Fig. 1. a) Enthalpies of formation (crosses) and their convex hulls (solid lines) at the Mg-rich corner of the MgeNi phase diagram for the calculated structures. Numbers are from
Table 1. b) Same for the MgePd phase diagram. c) Same for pseudo-binary sections for three different Pd þ Ni atomic fractions as a function of atomic Ni content.
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Table 2
Description of site occupation in the Mg6(PdeNi) calculated structures. The number
of atoms corresponds to the rhombohedral FCC primitive cell of the structure containing 99 atoms.
N0

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
19
20
21
22
23
a
b
c
d
e
f

Site /

1 to 9

14

12

Structure

Mg

Mg

Mg

Pd

Ni

Pd

Ni

Mg348Ni48.cF412
Mg348Pd48.cF412
Mg344Pd48.cF412
Mg344Pd52.cF412
Mg340Pd52.cF412
Mg340Pd56.cF412
Mg336Pd56.cF412
Mg336Pd60.cF412
Mg332Pd64.cF412
Mg344Pd28Ni24.cF412
Mg340Pd32Ni24.cF412
Mg348Pd32Ni16.cF412
Mg348Pd32Ni16.cF412
Mg348Pd32Ni16.cF412

82
82
82
82
82
82
81a
82
82
82
82
82
82
82

1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

4
4
4
3
3
2
2
1
0
2
3
4
4
4

0
0
0
1
1
2
2b
3
4
2
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
6
6
8
8
8

12
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6c
6c
4d
4e
4f

10/11/13

A Mg vacant in site 1.
Different supercell than N0 8.
Equal distribution of Ni and Pd between the three sites.
4 Ni atoms in site 10.
4 Ni atoms in site 11.
4 Ni atoms in site 13.

According to our calculations, the stable compound in the
Mg6Pd phase is that with the maximum Mg content (N0 7),
although other structures (N0 8, 9, 11, 13, 14) are rather close in
energy (less than 0.12 kJ/mol-atom). Taking into account the
precision of our calculations, ∼0.1 kJ/mol-atom, we cannot be
certain of the composition of the stable compound at 0 K. However,
these results predict the development of a homogeneity range at
ﬁnite temperature as it has been experimentally observed [38].
3.1.4. Pseudo-binary formation enthalpies
The calculated pseudo-binary Mg6(PdeNi) structures are displayed at the bottom part of Tables 1 and 2 (N0 19 to 23). N0 19 and
20 correspond to structures similar in composition and site occupancy, although not exactly equal, to that described experimentally
[11]. On the other hand, N0 21, 22 and 23 correspond to structures in
which Ni fully replaces Pd in the sites 10, 11 and 13, respectively.
The row N0 6 in Tables 1 and 2 corresponds to the Mg6Ni phase for
which full Ni for Pd substitution takes place. See Table 2 for details
of the Ni for Pd substitution. Fig. 1c gives DfH0 for structures along
pseudo-binary sections for three different Pd þ Ni atomic fraction
values. The solid lines are the tie-lines along the sections. Substitution of Pd by Ni drastically increases the enthalpy of formation of
Mg6(PdeNi) IMCs which ranges from 22.73 kJ/mol-atom (N0 7,
Mg348Pd48.cF412) to 6.60 kJ/mol-atom (N0 6, Mg348Ni48.cF412).
This is also in agreement with the stronger interaction of Mg with
Pd than with Ni. The DE values are slightly larger for the Mg6Ni type
compound than for the pseudo-binaries, at least for the calculated
structures.
Fig. 2 displays the MgePdeNi ternary phase diagram at the Mgrich corner at T ¼ 0 K emerging from DFT calculations. Black squares
stand for stable compounds while open and grey squares stand for
the unstable ones, being the latter ones less unstable. Lines connect
stable compounds forming the convex hull. Two tie-triangles are
deﬁned by Mg.hP2eMg2Ni.hP18eMg348Pd48.cF412 (e þ b þ r) and
Mg348Pd48.cF412eMg2Ni.hP18eMg57Pd13.cP140 (b þ r þ g) phases.
No stable ternary compound is found at T ¼ 0 K in the
MgeMg2NieMg6Pd corner.
This is in contrast with experimental results recently published
[11e14] that show unambiguously that pseudo-binary Mg6(PdeNi)
compounds, with a fraction of Ni for Pd substitution up to 75%, are
stable at ﬁnite temperatures (673 K). Taking into account that the

Fig. 2. MgePdeNi ternary phase diagram at T ¼ 0 K at the Mg-rich corner. Black
squares stand for stable phases connected by solid lines forming the convex hull. Grey
squares and open squares represent unstable structures with a distance to the convex
hull lower and higher respectively than 0.2 kJ/mol-atom.

energy distances to the convex hull of the calculated structures are
not very high, we speculate that stabilisation of the ternary
compounds could be driven by entropic effects. In order to show that
ﬁnite temperature effects are indeed responsible for the stability of
the compounds, we have estimated such effects by the method
outlined above. The results will be discussed in section 3.2.
3.1.5. Site occupancy of Ni in the pseudo-binary compounds
The three structures N0 21, 22 and 23 were studied with the
purpose of discussing the site occupancy of Ni in the pseudo-binary
compounds. In these structures, full replacement of Pd atoms in
a speciﬁed site was allowed. Even though such a distribution of Ni is
unrealistic and all of them are unstable, it allows a meaningful
comparison of the energetics associated to the different sites. The
DE value is the smallest one when Ni occupies site 11, followed by
site 13 and then site 10. We have also investigated the placement of
Ni in site 12, but in this case DE is even higher, and that situation is
not directly comparable to the previous one as Ni would not only
substitute for Pd but also for Mg. The sequence of Ni preference

Fig. 3. Phonon DOS normalised to three per atom for Mg.hp2, Mg2Ni.hp18,
Mg348Pd48.cF412 and Mg348Ni48.cF412.
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sites, 11, 13, 10 and 12 is in perfect agreement with the results
obtained from neutron diffraction experiments [11]. In this experimental work, the fractional occupation of Ni in sites 11, 13, 10 and
12 was determined to be 0.60, 0.44, 0.36 and 0.04, respectively. This
sequence is related to the site volume, which increases with the

coordination number (CN), and the relative atomic radii of Ni and
Pd elements. Thus, Ni, the smallest element prefers sites with low
CN, like site 11 which has 10 neighbours, whereas Pd, the largest
element, prefers sites with high CN, as happens with site 12 which
has 13 neighbours.

Fig. 4. High temperature vibrational enthalpy and entropy obtained in the harmonic approximation from the phonon DOS (solid line) compared to those obtained from the Debye
temperatures (circles).
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an explanation of the several thermodynamic properties listed). B0
and q0 for the elements have been obtained from Ref. [50].
The values of B0 and q0 for all IMCs are rather similar. No
experimental data has been found in the literature for comparison.
Also the speciﬁc heat and the vibrational contribution to enthalpy
and entropy are quite similar for all IMCs, being closer to elemental
Pd than to elemental Mg or Ni. There is a general tendency of
decreasing Cv, Hh673  H0 and Sh673 when Ni gradually substitutes Pd.
On the other hand, the Sconf shows more differences between
compounds. This term comes from substituting Ni for Pd and Pd for
Mg and it is maximal for the Mg344Pd28Ni24.cF412 structure (N0 19).
DfH673 increases by less than 1 kJ/mol-atom as compared to
T ¼ 0 K value, reﬂecting the negligible contribution of vibrations to
the enthalpy of formation of these compounds. On the other hand,
the DfS673 is positive for most of the compounds, tending to stabilising them. The larger stabilising effect is for the pseudo-binary
structures N0 19 and 20, which exhibit the largest contribution from
conﬁgurational entropy.
The evolution with T of the Gibbs free energy of formation for
Mg344Pd28Ni24.cF412 (solid squares) and Mg348Ni48.cF412 (solid
circles) compounds are compared in Fig. 5 to the corresponding one
for phase separation (empty squares and circles, respectively). The
pseudo-binary becomes stable at a lower T (∼100 K) than the binary
(∼200 K). Note that the stability against decomposition for both
compounds increase with T, although, it should be mentioned that
the model is less accurate at high temperatures due to anharmonic
effects.
To summarize, we have calculated the formation Gibbs free
energy at 673 K for all studied compounds and redrawn the phase
diagram at the Mg-rich corner (Fig. 6). The same symbols as in Fig. 2
are used. A new feature appears in the phase diagram, namely
a single phase ﬁeld extending from the binary Mg6Pd phase to
the Mg6Ni compound. The pseudo-binary structures, N0 19 and 20
(with compositions close to that experimentally studied in
Ref. [11]) become stable.
We do predict the binary Mg348Ni48 compound as stable, in
contrast to the experimental fact that the compound is only formed
during rapid solidiﬁcation from the melt [22] in a metastable state
that transforms to a Mg þ Mg2Ni mixture after heating above 473 K.
Fig. 5 indicates that, according to our calculations, the compound is

3.2. Finite temperature thermodynamics
3.2.1. Comparison between Debye model and phonon calculations
Fig. 3 shows the calculated phonon DOS normalised to three per
atom for Mg.hp2, Mg2Ni.hp18, Mg348Pd48.cF412 and Mg348Ni48.cF412.
For Mg.hp2 very good agreement with experimental data [40] and
previous calculations [49] is found. For the other compounds, as far
as we know, there is no data for comparison. The phonon DOS for the
cubic compounds are quite similar indicating little effect of the Ni for
Pd substitution in the vibrational properties. In particular, from these
results, we would expect similar Debye temperatures for the pseudobinaries and then very similar thermodynamic vibrational behaviour
at high temperatures.
Fig. 4 shows the calculated high temperature vibrational
enthalpy and entropy obtained in the harmonic approximation from
the phonon DOS for the four compounds (solid lines). They are
compared with estimates (circles) based on the properties derived
from Ref. [50] (Mg.hp2) or with estimates obtained from Debye
temperatures calculated in this work (Mg2Ni.hp18, Mg348Pd48.cF412
and Mg348Ni48.cF412, see Section 3.2.2). In order to compare both
sets of curves, the zero-point vibrational energy (9/8 Rq0 [36]) has
been added to the Debye free energy. The enthalpy curves calculated
by the two methods are in very good agreement for the four
compounds. As for the entropy, the agreement is also very good
for the Mg348Pd48.cF412 and Mg348Ni48.cF412 compounds. For
Mg2Ni.hp18, the discrepancy in the entropy values at 673 K obtained
from both methods is only of 7%. The worst agreement is obtained
for the Mg.hp2 with a discrepancy in the entropy values at 673 K of
around 10%. Debye temperature for the elements, Mg, Ni and Pd,
were taken from Ref. [50], suggesting that in the case of Mg, the q0
value quoted there is slightly overestimated. From those results we
safely conclude that the method presented in this work is reliable
enough to examine the high temperature phase diagram for the
complex compounds of this study.
3.2.2. Phase stability at ﬁnite temperatures
Table 3 gives the values of parameters used to calculate the ﬁnite
temperature thermodynamics of the compounds. We give B0 at
T ¼ 0 K, q0, and the thermodynamic properties at T ¼ 673 K derived
from them in the harmonic approximation (see Table 3 caption for

Table 3
Bulk modulus at T ¼ 0 K, B0, Debye temperature, q0, constant volume speciﬁc heat at 673 K, Cv, the vibrational contribution at 673 K to enthalpy, Hh673  H0 , and entropy, Sh673 , the
conﬁgurational entropy, Sconf, and the enthalpy, entropy and Gibbs free energy of formation at 673 K, DfH673, DfS673 and DfG673, respectively, for the several compounds involved
in the ﬁnite temperature calculations.
N0
1
2
3
4
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
19
20
21
22
23
a

Compound
Mg.hp2
Pd.cF4
Ni.cF4
Mg2Ni.hP18
Mg348Ni48.cF412
Mg348Pd48.cF412
Mg344Pd48.cF412
Mg344Pd52.cF412
Mg340Pd52.cF412
Mg340Pd56.cF412
Mg336Pd56.cF412
Mg336Pd60.cF412
Mg332Pd64.cF412
Mg57Pd13.cP140
Mg344Pd28Ni24.cF412
Mg340Pd32Ni24.cF412
Mg348Pd32Ni16.cF412
Mg348Pd32Ni16.cF412
Mg348Pd32Ni16.cF412

B0 (GPa)
35.4a
181a
186a
71.5
47.2
53.3
53.2
54.8
54.5
56.4
56.2
58.2
59.9
64.0
51.2
52.9
51.0
51.0
51.0

q0 (K)
400.0a
274 .0a
450 .0a
424.6
303.1
294.8
294.4
295.2
294.2
295.6
294.7
296.3
296.8
298.1
297.7
298.3
296.7
297.2
296.9

Chv;673
(J/K mol-atom)

Hh673  H0
(kJ/mol-atom)

Sh673 (J/K mol-atom)

24.53
24.80
24.41
24.47
24.74
24.76
24.76
24.76
24.76
24.75
24.76
24.75
24.75
24.75
24.75
24.75
24.75
24.75
24.75

13.34
14.37
12.95
13.15
14.13
14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20
14.19
14.20
14.19
14.18
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.18
14.18
14.18

46.44
55.77
43.56
45.04
53.28
53.96
53.96
53.96
53.96
53.89
53.96
53.89
53.79
53.69
53.72
53.67
53.79
53.79
53.79

Sconf
(J/K mol-atom)

DfH673

DfS673

DfG673

(kJ/mol-atom)

(J/K mol-atom)

(kJ/mol-atom)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1.17
1.17
1.44
1.44
1.17
0
0
5.49
5.76
0
0
0

0
0
0
19.34
5.76
21.99
22.17
23.80
23.34
25.62
24.68
27.41
29.16
33.61
15.72
17.53
16.33
16.71
16.41

0
0
0
0.44
7.19
6.39
6.38
7.46
7.45
7.57
7.63
7.21
5.84
5.52
12.29
12.41
6.71
6.71
6.71

0
0
0
19.04
10.60
26.95
26.46
28.82
28.35
30.71
29.81
32.26
33.09
37.32
23.99
25.88
20.84
21.22
20.92

Ref. [50].
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As a ﬁnal remark, we would like to emphasize that the present
calculations concern very complex compounds such as pseudobinary Mg6(PdxNi1x) IMCs with almost 100 atoms in the primitive
cell. Despite of this demanding scenario, our results describe with
good accuracy the phase diagram of the ternary MgePdeNi system
at the Mg-rich corner. Therefore, we believe that the combination
of DFT calculations with thermodynamic modelling of ﬁnite
temperature effects is a valid approach to determine ternary phase
diagrams with complex phases like the one studied here.
4. Conclusions

Fig. 5. Evolution with T of the Gibbs free energy of formation. Solid square and circles
corresponds to Mg344Pd28Ni24.cF412 and Mg348Ni48.cF412 compounds, respectively.
Empty symbols stand for the corresponding DfGT for phase separation at the same
atomic composition.

still stable at 673 K. The Gibbs free energy of formation at 673 K of
Mg348Ni48.cF412 is 10.60 kJ/mol-atom, i.e., 3.68 kJ/mol-atom
below the tie-triangle formed by MgeMg2NieMg6Pd phases.
Another interesting feature observed in Fig. 6 is the homogeneity range for the binary Mg6Pd phase. The Mg concentrations at
the limits of the homogeneity range are 87.9 at % Mg and 84.8 at %
Mg, in very good agreement with experimental data [38].
We have recently studied the homogeneity range and crystal
structure of Mg6(Pd, Ni) pseudo-binaries by chemical and structural
methods [14]. According to our results the solubility limit at
673 K attains 9 at.% Ni, i.e., more than four times the value previously reported [15]. This corresponds to a degree of Ni for Pd
substitution close to 75%. From these results it was claimed that the
MgePdeNi phase diagram at the Mg-rich corner should be revised.
The solid thin line (blue online) in Fig. 6 corresponds to the
proposed modiﬁcation of the phase diagram according to the
composition of pseudo-binary Mg6(Pd, Ni) compounds (blue dots
online) determined in the experimental work. As can be seen the
results we present here are in very good agreement with the
proposed modiﬁcation of the ternary phase diagram.

Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 2 at T ¼ 673 K. Dots and solid line (blue online) are respectively,
experimental data and the proposed modiﬁcation of the phase diagram [14] (For
interpretation of the reference to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article).

DFT calculations show that at T ¼ 0 K the stable compounds
at the Mg-rich corner (>80 at.% Mg) of the MgePdeNi phase
diagram are Mg.hP2, Mg2Ni.hP18, Mg348Pd48.cF412 and
Mg57Pd13.cP140 phases. No pseudo-binary stable compounds are
found. At ﬁnite temperature, T ¼ 673 K, we have found that the
binary Mg6Pd phase extends into a large ternary Mg6(Pd, Ni) region.
In particular, the pseudo-binary structures, Mg344Pd28Ni24.cF412,
Mg344Pd28Ni24.cF412 with Pd and Ni atomic concentrations similar
to the compounds studied experimentally become stable. Vibrational and conﬁgurational entropic effects are responsible for the
ﬁnite temperature stability of the pseudo-binaries. Our calculations
also show that the Mg348Ni48.cF412 structure is stable at 673 K in
contrast to experiments showing that this compound is metastable.
As regards Ni for Pd substitution, we have found that Ni substitutes
Pd preferentially in site 11 following by site 13, 10 and 12,
a sequence which is in perfect agreement with the experimental
ﬁndings.
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